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ABSTRACT 
For a complex matrix A, there are many inequalities related to its eigenvalues, 
diagonal elements, and three types of singular values. We investigate the conditions 
on the matrices for which those inequalities become equalities. It is shown that in 
many cases the conditions are both necessary and sufficient for the matrices to be 
unitarily similar to matrices of lower orders. Moreover, we get alternative proofs of 
various characterization theorems of different classes of matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an n X n complex matrix. The eigenvalues of the hermitian 
matrices (A + A*)/2 and (A - A*)/2i are called the real singular values 
and imaginary singular values of A respectively. The nonnegative square 
roots of the eigenvalues of the positive semidefinite matrix AA* are called the 
singular values of A. The study of matrix inequalities related to these 
quantities, the eigenvalues, and the diagonal elements has an extended 
history (see [13, 14, Chapter 9, 151). It was proved in many cases that the 
inequalities obtained are actually necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a complex matrix with given sets of numbers to be the eigenval- 
ues, singular values, diagonal elements, etc. These results make the subject 
more interesting. 
In this note we study the conditions on matrices for which some of the 
inequalities become equalities. We call these matrices the matrices with 
*A major part of the material in this note is in the author’s Ph.D. thesis written at the 
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extremul properties. There are several reasons for us to study this subject. 
First of all, it enables us to have a better understanding of the existing matrix 
inequalities. Secondly, there are many classification problems of matrices 
which are basically the study of matrices with certain extremal properties (see 
[4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 16, 17, 201). M oreover, in most cases the conditions 
obtained are both necessary and sufficient for the matrices to be unitarily 
similar to matrices of lower orders. So if we regard an n x n complex matrix 
as a linear operator on an n-dimension complex Hilbert space, we actually get 
some criteria for decomposing a linear operator and the space into orthogonal 
complements. This relates the topic to the problem of unitary equivalence of 
linear operators on Hilbert spaces (see [2, 181). As the topic we consider is 
related to various active research problems, many authors have investigated 
similar questions in different contexts. We make a systematic study of it. 
In our discussion we adopt the following notation: 
c “Xn: 
U,(C): 
C”: 
S. 
A;; 
A*: 
trA: 
A,@As: 
diag( ai,. . . , a,): 
algebra of all R x n complex matrices 
group of all n X 12 unitary matrices 
linear space of complex row vectors (xi, . . . , r .) 
symmetric group of degree n 
transpose of A 
conjugate transpose of A 
trace of A 
direct sum of the square matrices A, and A, 
diagonal matrix with 
diagonal entries (~i,. . . , a, 
We always assume that a matrix A E C n X n has singular values a 1 >, . . . > a ,,; 
real singular values Xi > . . . 2 X “; imaginary singular values pi >, . . . > pn; 
eigenvalues ai,. . . , a, with lall >, . . . > \a,[. 
2. SINGULAR VALUES AND EIGENVALUES 
Let AeCnxn. Weyl (see [3, pp. 35-361) has shown that 
I I fiaj < jfiiej (k=l,...,n-l), j=l (1) 
(2) I I ii "j = jfIlaj' j=l 
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All the inequalities in (1) become equalities simultaneously if and only if A is 
normal. 
Horn [6] proved the converse theorem, namely, if rl > * * . > x, >, 0 and 
y,> -* * > y, > 0 satisfy 
and 
ii Yj= lfIlxjy 
j=l 
then there exists A E 4: n x n such that ]oj] = yj and a. = xi (j = l,..., n). 
We consider the condition on the matrix A ! or which one of the 
inequalities in (1) becomes equality. First we establish 
LEMMA 2.1. 
values al,...,ak, 
Let A=(aij)~Cnxn. Z~A~=(CX~~),~~,~~~ has singular 
thenA=A,@A,, whereA,=(aij)k<i,jGn. 
Proof Let A satisfy the hypothesis of the lemma. Then 
lgj<k l<i,j<k l<i,<n 
l<j<k 
laj<k 
[the last inequality holds because the sum of the first k diagonal elements of 
A*A is not greater than the sum of its k largest eigenvalues (e.g. see [14, p. 
2W), 
Hence oij = 0 for those (i, j) pairs with 1~ j d k < i < n or 1~ i d k < j Q n. 
It follows that A = A,@A,. n 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A E C n Xn 
and only if 
and 1 Q k -C n. Then III~=lajl = 17~=laj if 
(i) A is of rank less than k, or 
(ii) A is unitarily similar to A,$A,, where A1~Ckxk has singular 
values al,...,ak. 
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Proof. -: If IFli=r~~~l = n~=,uj = 0, then the rank of A is less than k. 
Suppose Ill!= icuj) = llf= ra j > 0. By the Schur triangularization lemma, A is 
unitarily similar to A’ = (aij) in the lower triangular form with diagonal 
entries a,, . . . , a,. Let a; 2 . . . > a; be the singular values of ((Y~ .)r ~ i, j ~ k. 
Then (see [21]) we have uj<uj (j=l,..., k). As lIi”=iuJ = ]l’?;=i~y~] = 
Fl’f= u.>0,itfollowsthatu~=uj(j=1,...,k).ByLemma2.1, A’=A,@A, J 1 I 
as required. 
+= : If the rank of A is less than k, then Ini= iajl = lli= iu j = 0. Suppose 
A is unitarily similar to A,@A,, where A 1 E C kxk has singular values 
ul,...,ak. Let LY ,,,..., (Y,~ (lGi,< ... < i, < n) be the eigenvalues of A,. 
Then 
n 
Note that Theorem 2.2 actually characterizes the k-decomposable radial 
matrices (see [7], [ll]). Our proof differs from those in [7] and [ll]. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let AEC,~~ be nonsingular and 1 <k < n. Then 
lrIy= k+ lajj = rIr,k+luj if and only if condition (ii) of Theorem 2.2 holds. 
Proof. By the fact that !rly=,+, (Y I= nrEktlaj if and only if Ini=i(~~] 
= n s= iu j for a nonsingular matrix A. 
j
n 
Apart from (1) and (2), there is another set of inequalities (see [14, p. 
2321) related to the eigenvalues and the singular values of a matrix A in 
C nXn, namely, 
k k 
c Ioil< c aj (k=l,...,n). 
j=l j=l 
(3) 
In the case that an equality holds, we have 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A EQ=,~” and l<k<n. Then E~=llajl=E~=laj if 
and only if Iajl=uj (j=l,..., k) and A is uniturily similar to 
diag(a:,,...,ak)@B. 
Proof. - : Suppose A is unitarily similar to A’ = (aij) in the lower 
triangular form with diagonal entries (~i,. . . , a,. By Weyl’s majorant theorem 
f! Quo PUE 3! l”pl ‘< 
. . . 4 jlpl pq~ ysns “p‘...‘I p spx_mp ~uo8wp puz Us e . . . 4 Is saqm 
SJ.N3bW13 wN03vIa aNv sm-rm ww-l3NIS ‘C 
anu!s ‘JaAo 
-aJoN ‘(y ‘... ‘~A)~W=If I q r D ua 1 w~=~~ = It~Jr=~~ 31 ‘([~p-~c .dd ‘~1 aas) 
6SZ S3LLEldOlId ?VkW&LXH 
pq 0s ‘( bz - )qjdz = a was hu a~ uaq$ 
% 9 i 1 P;V IV = I d,Vd 
PUE ‘yD< . , . < , I+d‘I+d ,* 
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matrix with eigenvalues a i, . . . , uk. It follows that A, = 0, A,, and - A, are 
positive semidefinite with tr A i - tr A, = CF= ia j. 
e : Clear. n 
We now come to the inequality (5). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A = (‘uij) E C,,, be such that lalll >, . . . > lannl. 
Then q::pjjj - la,,1 = q;;a j - a,, if and only if there exists a diagonal 
matrix D in V,,(C) such that DA is a hermitian matrix with diagonal elements 
Iq11,..., J(Y,_~,~_~~, - lannl; and eigeflualues ai ,..., (I,-~, -a,. 
Proof. *: If there exists a diagonal matrix D in U,(C) such that DA 
satisfies the conditions in the theorem, then 
n-1 n-l 
c ]ajjJ - ]a,“] = tr( DA) = c nj - u,. 
j=l j=l 
*: Let A = (cwij) satisfy the condition C;;:]ajj] - J(Y,,] = Cyliiuj - a,. 
Suppose D = diag(8, ,..., 8,_l, - 0,) E U,(C) is such that ejrwjj = ]ejj] (j = 
1 ,..., n). Then the matrix DA has diagonal elements Ion] ,..., ]o,_l,n_l], 
- lo,,], and tr(DA) = C;;:uj - a,. If ]LY,,] > 0, then using the arguments in 
[22, Lemma 51 we can conclude that the matrix DA is hermitian and has 
eigenvalues a, ,..., u,_i, -a,. Suppose ]onn] = 0 and enj = ajn = 0 (j = 
1 >*.*, n). Then DA is singular and thus a, = 0. Now the matrix A satisfies 
xy;t]ojj] = C;Liiu j; by Theorem 3.1 the result follows. Finally, suppose 
]onn] = 0 and anj # 0 for some j. Then using the arguments in [22, Lemma 51 
again, we have Jo, j] = loin]. Moreover, by a suitable choice of the value 0, in 
the diagonal of the matrix D, we may assume that the submatrix 
of DA is hermitian. Since anj # 0, we may find a 2 X 2 unitary matrix X and 
6 > 0 such that the matrix XBX* has diagonal entries ]o jj] + 6 and - 6. Let 
U E U,(C) be obtained from Z by replacing the j-j, j-n, n-j, n-n entries with 
the l-l, l-2, 21, 2-2 entries of X. Then VDAV* has diagonal elements 
262 
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if i#j,n, 
if i=j, 
if i=n. 
Clearly, Id n I = min{ Id 1 I,. . . , Id fij}; otherwise the matrix UDA U* does not 
satisfy (5). Now for the matrix UDAU* the inequality (5) becomes an equality 
and d, < 0. By the first part of our proof, the matrix UDAU* is hermitian 
and has eigenvalues a,, . . . , u,_,, - a,. Therefore the matrix DA has the 
same properties. n 
4. REAL SINGULAR VALUES, IMAGINARY SINGULAR VALUES, AND 
EIGENVALUES 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a matrix with 
imaginary singular values xi,. . . , xn, and eigenvalues having imaginary parts 
yl,..., y,, is (see [W 
k k 
1 yj< c xi (j=l,...,n-l), (6) 
j=l j=l 
C Yj= C 'j' (7) 
j=l j=l 
Again we study the extremal conditions. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let H = ( hij) be a hermitian matrix with eigenvalues 
h,>, ... > h,. Suppose 1 <k < n. Then C’;,,h,, =C!=,h, if and only if 
H = H,@ H, such that H, E Ckxk has eigenvalues h,, . . . , h,. 
Proof. = : Note that the sum of the k largest diagonal elements of a 
hermitian matrix is not greater than the sum of its k largest eigenvalues (e.g. 
see [14, pp. 218-2201). If there is hij # 0 with 1 < i < k < j < n, then there 
exist X E U,(C) and B > 0 such that 
x[;; ;]x*= [hii:” hii’S]. 
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Let U be the unitary matrix in Q: n xn obtained by replacing the i-i, i-j, j-i, 
j-j entries of Z with the l-l, 1-2, 2-1, 2-2 entries of X. Then the sum of the 
first k diagonal elements of UHU* equals Ci=,h,, + 6 > EixIhj, which is a 
contradiction. Thus hij = hji = 0 for all (i, j) pairs with 1~ i < k < j < n. It 
follows that H = H,$H,. Moreover, if H, has eigenvalues hi > . . . > hi, 
then (see [l, pp. 117-1181) h; < hj (j = 1,. . . , k). As E;=lh; = tr H, = Ci=,h,, 
wehave hj=hj(j=l,...,k). 
= : Clear. W 
Recall that we always assume that a matrix A in C n Xn has imaginary 
singular values pi > . . f 2 pn. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A E C n x n and 1~ k < n. Suppose the eigenvalues of 
A haveimaginarypartsx,> ..I ax,,. Then I$=,xj = C~=I~j if and only if 
A is unitarily similar to A,@A,, where A, E Ckxk has imaginary singular 
values pl,...,pk. 
Proof. * : By the Schur triangularization lemma, we may assume that 
A is unitarily similar to B in the lower triangular form such that H = (B - 
B*)/2i has diagonal elements xi,. . . , x,,. Since H has eigenvalues pi > . . . 
> p, and xf=ixj = ci=,p j, we have H = H,$H, such that H, E ckxk has 
eigenvalues ~1 , . . . , pk, by Lemma 4.1. Since B is in the lower triangular form 
and (B - B*)/2i = H,$H,, we have B = A,@A, with A, E Ckxk. Clearly, 
A, has imaginary singular values pi,. . . , pk. 
e : Clear. W 
COROLLARY 4.3. LetAECnxn and 1~ k Q n. Suppose the eigenvalues 
ofA haveimaginarypartsx,> 0.. > x,. Then C~=,X._~+~=~~=~I~.,_~+~ if 
and only if A is unitarily similar to A,@A,, where A, E Ckxk has imaginary 
singular values p,_k+ ,,.,., p,. 
In the proof of Theorem 4.2, we see that the imaginary parts of the 
eigenvalues of a matrix A may be regarded as the diagonal elements of the 
hermitian matrix (A - A*)/2i, which has singular values ]ZJ~], . . . , Ip,J. There- 
fore the inequalities relating the diagonal elements and singular values are 
valid for them. In the case that an equality holds, we have 
THEOREM 4.4. LetAECnxn and 1 Q k < n. Suppose (A - A*)/2i has 
singular values si 2 . . ’ >, s,, and the eigenvalues of A have imaginary parts 
Xl’...’ x,. Then there exist integers i, ,..., i,, with 1 < i, < ‘. . < i, < n, 
such that ,Ei_IIxi,l = E:)+sj if and only if A is unitarily similar to A,@A,@ 
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A,, where (A, - Ai*)/2i EC,,, and (A$ - A,)/2i E CqXq (p + 9 = k) 
are positive semidefinite such that Im(trA, - trA,) = X;=isj. 
Proof. j: Let A be unitarily similar to B in the lower triangular form 
such that H = (I? - B*)/2i has diagonal entries xi,,.. ., xi,, with xi, > . . . > 
Xi,>O>Xi, ,a * *. 
ues si,..., sz, 
>, xi, and Ci=i]xi I= Ctzlsj. Since H has singular val- 
by Corollary 3.3 and the’ assumption on the diagonal elements 
ofHwehaveH=H,@H,$H,,whereH,ECpXp, -Hz~CqXq(p+9=k) 
are positive semidefinite with tr H, - tr H, = Cg_ 1sj. Since B is in the lower 
triangular form and (B - B*)/2i = H,@H,@H,, we have B = A,@A,@A,. 
Clearly, Im(trA, - trA,) = trH, - trH, = X:(;=isj. 
= : Clear. n 
A matrix A is called dissipative if (A - A*)/2i is positive semidefinite. 
By Theorem 4.4, we obtain the following result which is due to Gohberg and 
Krein (see [3, p. 2281). 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let AEC”~,,. Then C;=,]Imaj] =C~=i]~j] if ad 
only if A is unitarily similar to AreA,, where A, and - A, are dissipative. 
Since the relations between the real singular values and the real parts of 
the eigenvalues of a matrix are exactly the same as the relations between its 
imaginary singular values and the imaginary parts of its eigenvalues, using the 
same arguments as above, we may obtain corresponding results for the real 
singular values and the real parts of eigenvalues of a matrix. 
5. COMPOUND MATRICES 
Given A E CnXn, let C,(A) be the mth compound matrix of A. Then 
C,(A) has singular values llfl la j, and eigenvalues l7;l= iaj, (16 j, < . . . < 
Ln < n) let k 2 m and denote by E,(al,. . . , ak) the mth elementary sym- 
metric function of al,...,ak. We have (see [3, pp. 44-451) 
E,(Iql,..., Iql) d E,(al,...,ak). (8) 
Again we consider the condition that the equality holds. Note that if 
m = k, then we go back to Theorem 2.2. If the rank of A equals 1~ k, then 
.(“v -I~)~~ 3 (dv~...~~q~~ 3 
(l”Dl ybq?J = (I4Dl ‘.**‘lh)l)YJ 
([sP-VP *dd ‘cl 4 
!~SMO.IJSO 30 $psa.I B dg -d 3 UI @~gIa~ uay,L ‘(0 # ‘XI ‘4 Z= c 3 1 :!}xeur 
= d p-3 f4v ‘ . . . ‘Iv)?J = (14~1 ‘ * * . ‘I~D~)“‘TJ asoddns : .Z .JOOJd 
%+ioflo3 ay3 uf 1 3 4 > zu 103 sase3 ayl iaprsuo3 d~uo aM ‘aio3alau 
s9z 
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other kind of induced matrices. Since the definitions and notation are too 
involved, and the proofs are essentially the same, we omit their discussion. 
6. NORMAL MATRICES 
It is well known and easy to check that a normal matrix A enjoys most of 
the extremal properties of matrix inequalities. We summarize these facts in 
THEOREM 6.1. Let A EC,,, he a normal matrix. Then for k = 1,. . , n, 
(a) IFI~=,njI=n~=laj; 
(b) maw(Re(~:=,(u,(j,):uESn}=~:=,Aj; 
CC) max(Im(~:_l”“(j,):‘TtSn)=~9=111j; 
(d) E,,,(lo,l,. . ., Iakl) = E,,(a,,. . . , ak> for m = 1,. . ., k. 
By the results of previous sections we have the following converse 
theorem. 
THEOREM 6.2. AmatrixAEC nxn is normal if any one of the following 
conditions is satisfied: 
(a) ln:=,ajI=FI~=laj fork=1 ,..., n-l. 
(b) max(Re(Xi=,a,(jj): OES~)=E~=,X~ fork=1 ,..., n-l. 
(c) max(Im(~~l,o,(i,) : u E S,,) = Cszlpj for k = 1,. .., n - 1. 
(d) There exist k > m >, 1 with k > min{rank A, n - l}, or k = m = 1 = 
rank A such that 
E,(IaII,..., 1~1) = E,,(al,...,ak). 
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